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Abstract 
Traffic congestion is a major problem which bothers our urban traffic sustainable development at present. Congestion 
charging is an effective measure to alleviate urban traffic congestion. The paper first probes into several key issues 
such as the goal, the pricing, the scope, the method and the redistribution of congestion charging from theoretical 
angle. Then it introduces congestion charging practice in Singapore and London and draws conclusion and suggestion 
that traffic congestion charging should take scientific plan, support of public, public transportation development as 
the premise. 
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1.  Introduction 
Along with economy development in China, urbanization process presents accelerated tendency and 
urban traffic flow increases obviously. In recent years, with the rapid growth of privacy car, urban road 
transportation load enlarges suddenly and many road sections approach to saturated limit in peak time 
interval. Traffic congestion has been the universal problem for most big cities. 
Traffic congestion is one of the worldwide urban problems, which can lengthen journey time, increase 
energy consumption, aggravate environmental pollution and result in traffic accident. If we take no 
measure to govern it, not only individual journey cost will be enhanced, but also the entire municipal 
transportation system will paralysis and urban sustainable development will be restricted. Therefore how 
to solve traffic congestion becomes the hot issue for each big city. 
The essence of traffic congestion is the unbalance transportation of supply and demand. Increasing 
road supply is one kind of solutions to alleviate supply and demand contradictory. However practices 
coming from various countries indicated that dependence on constructing more roads would inevitably 
result in the vicious circle of “traffic congestion -road building -congestion alleviation - attracting more 
transportation demand - producing new congestion - building more roads”, which could not truly solve 
the traffic congestion problem. Therefore more and more experts hope to find new breach from the 
demand management aspect and have proposed many demand management methods, in which traffic 
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congestion charging as one of the effective measures has aroused widespread interest in city 
administration department. 
2. Elementary Theory of Urban Road Traffic Congestion Charging 
2.1 Goal of Congestion Charging 
Urban road traffic congestion charge refers that motor vehicles which enter into some region or 
certain road section in certain time interval will be charged special fare. It is different from highway 
charge, which goal is to increase income or repayment loan. The goal of urban road traffic congestion 
charging is as the following: enhancing traveller's journey cost, urging people to choose proper journey 
time and journey way, diverging traffic demand from time and space, enhancing general speed of vehicles, 
meanwhile guiding travellers to change traffic structure, shifting private car journey to large capacity 
public transportation journey, thus alleviating supply and demand contradictory, realizing road 
unimpeded, and achieving the purpose of pollution reducing, economical energy and safeguarding traffic 
safety in order to realize sustainable development of transportation and city. 
2.2 Pricing of Traffic Congestion 
Theory of traffic congestion charge was proposed by Pigou (1920) and Knight (1924) first. Waters 
and Vickery developed this theory in 60 years of the 20th century and put forward the principle of pricing 
based on marginal cost from economic angle. They pointed out that traffic congestion could produce 
negative externality, which made individual marginal cost of transportation journey (mainly including time 
cost, oil consumption, vehicles loses, service upkeep, parking fee) is smaller than society marginal cost 
(mainly including personal marginal cost and other people’s time loss, fuel oil loss, pollution and traffic 
accident caused by traffic congestion). When a person decided to drive out, he considered only his 
individual marginal cost, and thus caused road demand to be high excessive. Traffic flow in certain road 
section was easily to be saturated and traffic congestion was produced. Charging an extra fare to the 
travellers in congestion section may reduce road demand and alleviate congestion degree. Theoretically 
speaking, pricing of traffic congestion fare should be equal to the difference of the society marginal cost 
and the individual marginal cost. However, on the one hand society marginal cost in reality is difficult to 
be quantified, on the other hand the constraint condition of this theory is that there is only one 
transportation way and only one path to choose, so we must adjust in application according to the actual 
situation. 
When determining how to price traffic congestion charging, the following several kinds of factors 
should be considered: 
1) Vehicle Types 
     The most important goal of traffic congestion charge is to limit the usage of vehicle and encourage 
high capacity passenger transportation way. Therefore, the public transit with high loan capacity should 
not be collected congestion charge or merely be charged less fare, while low capacity vehicle should be 
charged more fare. 
2) Congestion Degree 
Congestion charge should be charged higher toward those road sections with high congestion degree 
and long congestion duration time in order to urge travellers to change their journey way and journey 
time; while the road sections with low congestion degree and short congestion duration time should be 
free of charge or be charged low. 
3) Road Network Situation 
When traffic congestion charge is executed, some travellers will choose those non-charging paths in 
road network. They will compare charging path to non-charging path from journey time, traffic flow, 
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straight line coefficient views and so on to make their choice. Under this circumstance, pricing of traffic 
congestion charge must be higher than the utility of non-charging path. Otherwise it will not be able to 
reduce traffic flow. 
4) Travellers’ Bearing Ability 
Travellers’ bearing ability is a quite important factor which affects charge standard. It manifests how 
much congestion charge the travellers want or can pay for their journey. If neglects this point, the policy 
of traffic congestion charge will be unable to implement because of public opposition. 
2.3 Charge Scope 
Decision of charge scope is an important link of congestion charge. It can take encircling route as a 
boundary, or take the city bottle-neck road as a cross section, also take a partial of city center to charge 
congestion fare. 
5) Encircling Route Charge 
Encircling route charge means charging to all vehicles which enter into encircling route entrance. 
Charge standard is decided by the vehicle type, but has nothing to do with encircling route length. This 
method operates quite simply, may alleviate inner encircling route traffic congestion at a certain degree, 
but can’t solve the problem of central area traffic congestion. If urban living community concentrates on 
the suburb, while work area is in the city, so journey elasticity is very low, the function of this kind of 
charge will be miniscule. 
6) Bottleneck Road Charge 
Bottleneck road charge means charging to vehicles which run on the bottleneck road by setting toll 
station at the main street intersection. The theory of this method is the bottleneck model of path charge 
system Vickery proposed in 1969 year, which pointed out that traffic congestion just likes redundancy 
line of the bottleneck place. Collecting charge instead of losing time caused by congestion may result in 
transportation flow divergence and eliminate queuing phenomenon. But this method has not solved 
congestion problem from system angle. If it isn’t deal with properly, new congestion will be produced. So 
it must be used carefully. 
7) Region Charge 
The principle of region charge is: first making clear charge area according to the city district division, 
then sealing charge area through toll station or charge monitoring station, charging to vehicles which 
enter into this area in certain special time intervals in order to reduce traffic flow. This method can 
overcome the flaw of bottle-neck road charge, making road network capacity distribute more reasonably. 
The premise of this method is the development of public transportation. 
2.4 Charge Method 
There are two methods to charge congestion fare: manual charge and electron charge. Manual charge is 
done as the following: First divide congestion area. Vehicles entering into this area at specific time have 
to buy region pass ahead. Law enforcement officials are equipped at the region entrance to record 
violating regulation information, and sends traffic ticket to the driver who violates regulation in two 
weeks. The investment of this method is few, but its efficiency is low.  The phenomenon of escaping 
taxes and fees often occurs and there is only fixed charge pattern can be chosen which can’t reflect 
congestion degree. 
Along with development of information technology, technology of car license recognition, vehicles 
status recognition, GPS, GSM and so on makes electronic charge feasible. An electronic label is stalled 
on vehicles in advance. Electronic label read-write equipment is installed at all entrances of charge region, 
which read vehicles’ electronic information and upload to the accounts settlement center. The accounts 
settlement center will determine tariff according to the information system, compute collection expense 
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and deduct it from the journey cash card or the bank account. The vehicles which have no electronic label 
or electronic label is illegal will be retrieved with the fine afterwards through photographs. The initial 
investment of this method is large, but it can enhance management efficiency obviously. 
2.5 Redistribution of Congestion Charging 
Congestion charging is useful to enhance road efficiency, but looking from static state, it seems to take 
away the majority of traveller's individual welfare. If government can’t use the charge income reasonably, 
it will be opposed by public. Looking from the social justice angle, traffic congestion charge should not 
deprive of traveling right of low income earners, instead it should benefit all road users. Therefore traffic 
congestion charging should return to road users directly or indirectly. 
3. Practice of congestion charging 
3.1 Singapore 
Singapore is the earliest and the most successful city to implement congestion charge. In 1975, 
Singapore government invested 6,600,000 Singapore dollars to attempt area license system (ALS). About 
600 hectare of the most traffic congestion region was taken as charge region. Entrance was set up at the 
boundary of the region. Vehicles entering this region at the peak time interval from Monday to Friday 
were controlled at the entrance. Except bus and high capacity car, the other vehicles must purchase region 
pass ahead and put it on the windscreen. To those vehicles having no pass, traffic police would record 
their number without stopping them and retrieved fine in the future. Meanwhile there were bus special 
lines in charge region. Any vehicles except public bus shouldn’t be allowed to run on it, or would be 
punished severely. The tracing investigation indicated that, after implementing region pass system, the 
amounts of vehicles entering into congestion region were reduced from 74000 to 41500 during morning 
time, the average velocity at peak interval increased by 30%, the proportion of journey with public 
transportation increased from 33% to 69%, the proportion of carpool also greatly enhanced. Some of the 
region pass system income was used to pay the expenditure of the system, the others was used to 
construct road infrastructure. 
In 1998, Singapore used electron road pricing (ERP) to substitute the region pass system, which made 
charge to be more effective, more flexible and fair. Vehicles were loaded with an immediate payment 
smart card and a characteristic encoder. When vehicles went through charge entrance, the recognition 
system would distinguish and confirm vehicles’ information and transmit it to the central processing 
system, which would compute charge fare according to the information and deducts automatically from 
the smart card. If vehicle had not installed electronic system or the amount of smart card is insufficient, 
the snapshot system could automatically record vehicle number and transmit to the central processing 
system. Compared to ALS, ERP can adjust the tariff according to different vehicles, different crowded 
condition, which can guide travellers to choose different journey route, journey time and transportation 
vehicle. The effect is remarkable both on charge collection and traffic flow adjustment. After the 
implementation, not only congestion was reduced, but also urban road transportation system was utilized 
more adequately. 
3.2  London 
As early as in 1991, London began to study the feasibility of road congestion charging. In 2003 
London started urban road congestion charging system. The charge region is approximately 21 square 
kilometer. The charge time interval is from 7:00 am to 6:30 pm, from Monday to Friday, on weekend and 
holiday it is free of charge. Tariff is related to vehicle type. Public bus, taxi, emergency vehicles as well 
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as vehicles for disabled person needn’t pay the charge. After the implementation, traffic congestion in 
London has been alleviated obviously. Center traffic flow is reduced by 16%, time of traffic jams dropped 
by 20%-30%, vehicle speed enhanced by 37%. Traffic situation has been improved. Pollution made by 
transportation has been reduced a lot. 
4. Conclusion and Suggestion 
4.1 Making Scientific Plan  
Urban road congestion charge is a system engineer involving government, public and industrial 
benefit. Charge plan should include charge purpose, charge tariff, charge region as well as charge method. 
Each item should be made clear and scientific and in accordance with the local transportation condition 
and financial situation. 
4.2 Striving for Support of Public 
The practice of congestion charge in Singapore and London has obtained huge success, but has not 
obtained widespread promotion. One of reasons is public's resistance. The public generally regard 
themselves as victim of traffic congestion. Very few of them realize they are also the traffic congestion 
contributors. Before implementing congestion charging, it is necessary to do certain propaganda, 
establishing the idea of “who use, who pay” in the public brains, listening to the public opinion and 
suggestion, striving for support of public as much as possible. According to London's investigation, if 
congestion charge was taken merely as transportation demand management method, public support level 
is 43%; if congestion charge was put back to the municipal transportation system to improve road 
infrastructure or develop urban public transportation, public support level rose to 63%. It indicates that 
reasonable arrangement congestion charge fund is an important action which gains public supports. 
4.3 Developing Public Transportation Vigorously 
Traffic congestion charge will promote citizen to use public transportation. Therefore it must take full 
development of public transportation as the premise. Firstly, the network of public transportation must be 
able to satisfy people’s request for transportation accessibility, conveniences and comfort. Secondly, 
public transportation should be entrusted with some management priority, such as free of congestion 
charging, establishment public transportation exclusive lane, transiting part of charge fund to public 
transportation invest and so on in order to attract more people to take public transportation instead of car  
journey to reduce traffic congestion. 
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